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Yard Sale and Other Poems
B Y  M A Y A  C A T H E R I N E  P O P A

Yard Sale
BOOKS, AROMATHERAPY KITS, and sheet music—
objects that have lived in the presence of people
and will need new owners to remain relevant.
The cups would like to be adopted as a set,
the spaghetti measurer is skittish around children.
Someone has left a newspaper balancing
between two levels of a tiered table. The front page
glitters with bad news, anything good
is tucked into metaphor: a rollercoaster
of emotions later the dog returns unharmed
and the family resumes its battles against
the perils on page 1. No one wants to buy anything.
They want to peer into each other’s lives,
press their mouths to strangers’ cups
and lift affinities, a few words of Swedish,
a talent for Sudoku. I lay the news by the music
and patchouli to see if that will unbully it.
Someone organizes hurt by color, the blue table
dark as the underbelly of an avalanche.
There I place an orange napkin, copy of Keats,
and hope for a handover of idle goodness,
a share of warmth stored in our sugars
passed through the vellum of our touch.
Home, an ant drowns in my espresso.
I hold a vigil; I can still hear the voice of my teacher
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reading the part of the ant in a picture book.
We’re counted on to make a safety of our minds,
a world out of objects shared between us.
I kiss the cup held by my two hands.
My mouth might mend a stranger’s mouth.

The Master’s Pieces
IRON VIOLET, slingshot carnation, who doesn’t envy the
    painter’s do-overs,
doesn’t dream of white’s division, colors spun into a stupor.

The more I write, the leaner the binary. Two colors, one ascent
over twenty-six stepladders.

Who doesn’t envy the painter’s process, bodies kneaded out of
    light
into cool uninjured nothingness.

A painter knows her subject when she sees it, figure all flood,
all inside-out wolf, as immediate a hook as any hitch in logic.

Writing seems absurd by comparison. My hands listen to my brain
    listens
to my listening. Black on flagstone, bodiless cursive

I write out and back in, and if I’m a master at anything, it’s taking
    out
the names till something

reveals itself. The pleasure of a landscape is immediate:
there forever and by addition you all of a sudden, suddenly there’s
    you

by the haystacks holding a bridle. Or is that the writer again
fawning on a feeling, dreaming of wool’s division into further
    wool,



hoping to halve and to have and examine closely,
too closely, and still, to keep on having.

Every poem has something trying to escape
by a tear the length of its idiom. A name that can be vanquished

by anaphora (who doesn’t envy that?). Then suddenly there’s a
    you again
as per our lore. As per our lore, the sky tries to tell me something.

I look till there’s no distance between me and the looking.

The Return to Nature Has Been
Canceled
I USED TO THINK, if things got bad enough,
I could return to nature, its bell-less door ajar.

But after living selfishly for so long, it was difficult
adjusting to a new set of house rules. The rain

outnumbered us, the snow’s word was final,
and soon, nature grew tyrannical, tubercular magnolias,

extended lives of fruit flies. I missed the microwave’s
electric coronas, draining a power bar to its last interval.

Men rushed to marry earthquakes. The frost
used my body as its workbench. Wind drew echoes

from every hunter’s ear. Come here, the deer called
and speared them, getting even. I asked a historian

to peruse the index for what could happen next.
No one could focus on “the course of action,”

first a man with a megaphone, then a girl
with nothing but the wind tunnel of her palm.



Lewisburg II
RIVER, TWO DIRECTIONS:
away, away. Belladonna,

deadly nightshade,
names for the heirloom,

floral, flushed. Name
for the thing, its weight

in your palm, never its long
delight, delay. Longing,

strange unshakeable dog.
Not your dog; your dog

nevertheless.
Between us, coffee,

riddles of sugar cubes,
modesty dressed

in her best bent spoons.
What to call a thing

so dreamed as this?
Summer, once removed

from fall, not at all
like the dream—

away, away.


